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i.

i. Introduction

This report consists of two papers presented at the First and

Second Annual Lunar Science Conference at Houston in January 1970

and January 1971.

1. "Optical and High Frequency Electrical Properties of the
|

Lunar Sample." This paper describes the experimental work and

observations on the Apollo ii lunar samples. It was published, in

Science (.1_67, p. 707, 1970) and in the Proceedings of the Apollo ll

Lunar Science Conference, A.A. Levinson, ed. (Pergamon Press,

p. 2149, 1970).

2. "Some Physical Properties of the Apollo 12 Lunar Samples."
f_

_-_ This paper summarizes our findings on the Apollo 12 samples and

,,_ compares certain experimental results obtained in the Apollo ll

and Apollo 12 samples. It is going to be published in the Pro-

: ceedings of the Apollo 12 Lunar Science Conference.

{
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SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF APOLLO 12 LUNAR SAMPLES

T. Gold, B. T. O'Leary and M. Camp0ell

Center for Radiophysics and Space Research

Corneil University

Ithaca, New York 14850

January 1971
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3.

ABSTRACT--The size distribution of the lunar fines is measured, and
small but significant differences are found between the Apollo ll
and 12 samples as well as among the Apollo 12 core samples. The
observed differences in grain size distribution in the core samples
are related to surface transportation processes, and the importance
of a sedimentation process versus meteoritic impact "gardening" of
the mare grounds is discussed. The optical and the radio frequency
electrical properties are measured and are also found to differ
only slightly from Apollo ll res;_Its.

APOLLO 12 GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS

The Apollo 12 lunar fines were subjected to similar grain

size analysis to that carried out for the Apollo ll sample (Gold

et al., 1970). The general appearance and the appearance under the

microscope of all samples of fines are rather similar, and the

measured optical properties also show only small but significant

differences. Although this type of uniformity was expected as

a consequence of ground-based optical observations of the moon

(Hapke, 1968), it nevertheless has to be emphasized as a remark-

able conclusion.

The particle size distribution has been determined by two

methods: electron microscopy and sedimentation rate in a column

of water. The first was described in the Apollo ll report (Gold

et al., 1970) and i8 of greatest value for particle sizes ranging

down from 1Q microns to less than 0.1 micron; it utilizes scanning

electron micrographs of small "sections" of powder. The second

method utilizes a sedimentation column which has been improved and

perfected more recently.

@The water sedlmen,atlon column consists of a vertical pipe

70.9 cm long, terminating below in a cubical box of optical glass

plate. A photographic flash gun Is imaged through a large aperture

lens with focus Just below the point of entry of the tube. Flash

synchronized photographs are taken in a viewing direction perpen-

5
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j_ dlcular to the direction of the light. Stray and multiply scattered

light is carefully excluded, and as a result the light scattered

_ by a particle as small as I micron gives a perfectly recordable

image. The water column is heated at the top and the temperature

distribution along it is carefully controlled so that no thermal
P

!_ , convection can Set in. The particle sizes are deduced by Stokes'

Law assuming them to be spherical. While this is of course not

_. .'accurate, the optical and electron microscope examination showed

the particles to be on the whole rather compact shapes, making this

:_' error rather small. Freedom from disturbing convection in the column

-_ is demonstrated by taking the" photographs in pairs w_'th a short

U

_ duration in between, showing that each group of particles has

{ settled a distance in that short time appropriate to its settling
'.. . °

_ time from the top. """'..

_-" For an absolute measurement this method would perhaps not

% be sufficiently accurate, both for reasons of the particle shapes

_i and perhaps also their unkmown densities. For a comparison the

_ method is very good, and it is much easier to accumulate good

_ statistics than by the method of counting .particles Under the

_ m2cros cope.

_ Fig. i compares the small-size particle size distribution of

.the Apollo ii bulk box with that of the Apollo 12 contingency

; sample; the data, .obtained by electron microscopy, are plotted as
f

the cumulative number, per cubic centimeter, .of particles larger

in size than the abscissa value. A porosity of 0.5 is assumed and

the number of particles counted is about 2000 in each case. The

two curves are very similar, showing greatest divergence at particle
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sizes of a few microns; the difference, which amounts to less than

a factor 2.5, is probably real• Its significance is shown a little

more clearly in Fig. 2 in which the differential rather than

cumulated particle density is plotted.

The Apollo 12 contingency sample and three core samples (from

cores 12025 and 12028) have been analyzed by the sedimentation column

method, and the comparisons are shown on Figs. 3 and 4. From these
v

curves it would appear that the surface sample from Apollo 12 is

slightly coarser grained than that from Apollo Ii. Among the core

samples there is also a variation in the grain size,distribution,

with the deeper samples being somewhat richer in small particles

than the surface and close subsurface ones. In particular the

sample taken from a trench 15 cm deep (sample 12033) is signifi-

cantly different in appearance from most others, and the size dis-

tributlon analysis shows this one to possess a much larger propor- _

tlon of small particles.

Figs. 5 and 6 compare grain size analysis data obtained by the

two different methods

The fact that the grain size distribution in the core

sample shows significant differences within tens of centimeters

variation of depth requires comment. Differences over intervals

of some centimeters in the core sample are also seen in the

albedo (note color differences reported by the Lunar Sample Pre-

' llmlnary;Examlnatlon Team, 1970), and very striklng chemical differ-

ences have been reported (E. Anders, 1971). One has to discuss how

sharply defined layers or other local configurations could be pre-

served despite the fact that some plowing of the ground by meteorl-

tic Impact must be taking place.

A material of different grain size, albedo or chemical

composition could be derlv " *=_ ,_ e._ _,.ee_ _I_ d4a* ._ "

1972017219-007
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or deep crater for this material not to have been previously well

mixed by meteorite impact, or it could be material that is dif-

ferent as a result of contamination with some direct meteoritic

Infall. But it is not enough to account for possible sources of

• _ ' such different material. One must also understand firstly how it

. canhave been deposited without excessive mixing, and secondly

how it can have avoided being mixed by the plowing over which

meteorites must be causing on the lunar surface.

The deposition of the material must be gentle and it cannot

have reached its present position by being flung there on ballis-

tic trajectories from a distant and deep crater. A layer some

centimeters thick could not be deposited from such balllstlc

trajectories without mixing with a layer Very many times its own

thickness. The material seen in the core must thus have reached

its position by a surface transportation process resultingln a

sufficiently gentle sedimentation to avoid mixing. Secondly, in

order to preserve such layers, one has to supposethat further

sedimentation has taken place so that the overburden can protect

the layer from meteorite plowing. If the rate of the meteorite

. plowing process were known, one could conclude what the rate of

deposition has to be to have a significant probability that a layer

_at _ given depth would be seen preserved. It is quite clear that

evens single example of a very Inhomogeneouscore demonstrates •

that the ground has not been turned over hundreds of times to

: these depths, as had been calculated from estimates of the meteori-

tic infa!l rate. The mare ground seems to be subject to a sedi-
.

mentatlon p_ocess much more than to a "gardenlnE" process. :

4
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DIELECTRIC CONSTANT MEASUREMENT

The measurements of the high frequency electrical properties

at 450 MHz were made by the same methods employed for the Apollo ll

samples (Gold et al., 1970 ; Campbell and Ulrichs, 1969). Moisture

effects were avoided by having solid samples cut dry ira laboratory

atmosphere; as a precaution these were vacuum baked _,t 120°C for

two days. Powder samples were stored in a dessicator with a large

excess of anhydrous silica gel. The results do not disclose any

marked difference in the dielectric constant of powder material

from site to site. In Fig. 7 the dielectric constant measurements,

as a function of bulk powder density, are shown for two Apollo 12

sites--one at a depth of 15 cm below the surface--as well as for

the Apollo ll bulk sample. The two Apollo 12 samples were chosen

for their contrasting physical appearances, sample 12033 being

much lighter in color and fine r in texture than sample 12070.

The variation of dielectric constant with density follows the Rayleigh

formula (Campbell and Ulrichs, 1969) in all cases and, indeed a

single such curve fits al__lthe data within ±l percent excepting

only the highest density point of sample 12070. The ground-based

. radar determinations of the dielectric constant (see Evans and i

• I Hagfors, 1968) are in complete accord with these measurements if

one assumes a density of about 1.7 gcm -3 for the sell at a depth

of 20 cm, an assumption wh_.ch does no violence to the known proper-

ties of the soil.

Also shown on Fig. 7 are dielectric constant--denslty points

for four solid lunar rocks, two each from Apollos ii and 12. The

I
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latter pair, 12063 and 12065, are very similar petrologically and

lle closely adjacent in the figure. Some allowance should be

made for the porosity (_15%) of sample 10022 but th_s cannot greatly

change the scatter of the points corresponding to this small but

not atypical selection of rocks• None of the four solid rocks,

nor any mixture of them, could be ground to a powder with the

,electrical properties (dielectric constant and loss tangent) of

the dust samples, a conclusion in which

1972017219-010
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we concur with the mineralogists.

Fig. 8 shows in a similar way the variations with density

of the absorption length in the pov_der samples, with points for

the four solid rocks in adJition. Again, assuming plausible den-

sltles for the powder at depths of a few centimeters, tbe date

, agree w_th prior ground-based radiotherm_] observations by Krot_kov

and Troltsky (1963) and others.

OPTICAL PROPERTTES

The optical reflec'tivity and polarization of the Apollo 12

sell sample were measured as a function of phase angle with th_

same instrument and in the same manner as done pr.evi._usly for the

Apollo ll samples (O'Leary and Briggs, 1970). Both Apollo ll and 12

samples were prepared by gradually dropping the fine-g_alned soil

from a height of about 2 cm onto a sample tray.

Figs. 9 and l0 indicate the, dependence of reflectivity and

polarization on phase angle for two viewing angles, c, of 0° and

60 o , as measured from the normal to the surface of the sample.

Wh_le the Apollo ll and ]2 samples have similar photometric cunves,

the Apollo 12 s_nple is noticeably bright r than Apollo ll

(Fig. 9). The curves labeled "Moon" are taken from Hapke (1968)

and normalized to the normal albedo of the Apollo Ii sample. The

Apollo 12 soil has a normal a!bedo at .56 _m wavelength of .125±.003

as compared wlth.102±.003 for the _pollo II sample. Moreover,

the Apollo 12 soil Is redde2 than both the Apollo sell and the

mean value for the moon (Gehrels et al., 1964). Finally, the Apollo 12

sell show3 greater reddening with phase ansle than the Apollo ii

I
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soil. At ¢=600 the photometric functions of both the Apollo llo

and 12 soils indicate a flattening toward larger phase angles

compared with the lunar curve. The difference can probably be

attributed to large scale roughnes_ of the lunar surface as ob-

served from the earth.

In Fig. i0 the polarization of the Apollo 12 soil is very
0

similar to that of the moon as a whole (Hapke, 1968). However,

for _=60 o, both samples sho_zpeaks in polarization at greater

phase angles than for the moon (Pellicorl, 1969). The maximum

polarization from the Apollo 12 sample is in good agreemen ....tlth

earth-based observations, while that of Apoll 9 II is anomalously

high. The interpretation of these data is somewhat uncegtaln,

however, because of such factors as compaction, interaction with

moisture and relative quantities of surface and subsurface soil

contained in a given sample.-

• A study of the dependence of polarization and reflectivity

on the degree of compaction, along with spectrophotometry of

Apollo 12 soil and rocks, will be reported elsewhere (Briggs and

O'Leary, in p_eparatlon).

a
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13.

Fig. i. The cumulative particle size distribution for the Apollo

ii and 12 bulk fines, determined from electron microscope data.

Fig. 2. The differential particle volume distribution for the

Apollo II and 12 bulk fines, determined from electron microscope data.

Fig. 3. The differential particle size distribution for the

Apollo iI and 12 bulk fines, determined by the sedimentation

column method.

Fig. 4. The differential particle size distribution for the

Apollo 12 bulk and core samples, determined by the sedimentation

column method.

Fig. 5. Differential particle volume distribution for the Apollo

ll bulk fines. Curve fits the electron microscope data, sedi-

mentation data are also shown.

Fig. 6. Differential particle volume distribution for the Apollo

. 12 bulk fines. Curve fits the electron microscope data, sedimen-

tation.data are also shown.
0

Fig. 7. Dielectric constant measurements for two Apollo 12

powder samples and the Apollo Ii bulk sample, as a function of

bulk powder density. Dielectric constant vs. density points for

four solid lunar rocks are also shown.

1972017219-015
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Fig. 8. The variation with density of the absorption length in

two Apollo 12 powder samples and the Apollo Ii bulk sample.

Points for four solid rocks are also shown.

Fig. 9. (a) Reflectivity of t_e Apollo ll and 12 soll vs. Phase-

angle at .56_m wavelength for viewing angles c=0° and 60°. (b)

Color index B-V of the powder samples vs. phase angle for a=0 °.

Also plotted are (c) the reddening Junction of the entire moon,

as determined by Gehrels et al. (4), and (d) B-V values for a

region of Mare Tranquil'litatis.

Fig. i0. The polarization of the Apollo II and 12 powders

vs. phase angle at .56_m wavelength for viewing ansles ¢=0° and

60°.

°.
t
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i

Gold, Campbell, O'Leary-

OPTICAL AND HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL

PROPERTIES OF THELUNAR SAMPLE

Reflectivity and polarization laws for the powder sample

. and its spectrum are close to the mean for the lunar maria.

Solid samples show a marked absorption feature at 1 micron. The

low albedo appears to be due to a surface coating on dust graln&

rather than volume absorption. The high frequency electrical

properties resemble those of a fine powder made from typical denze

terrestrial rocks, and are consistent with previous grounc-ba:_c

radar estimates. The differential mass spectrum is almost consta:.L

from 100_m particles down to 0.1_m; most particles are smaller

tnan 0.3_m. Their shapes disclose a variety of generation pro-

cesses.

t
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Gold, Campbell, O'Leary

The analysis of lunar dust and rock chip samples carried

J out in the lunar laboratory of the Cornell Center for Radio-
/

physics and Space Research has been concerned with the optical

and electrical properties of the sample and their relation to

those known for the lunar surface as a whole, and with the

' questions surrounding the origin of the lunar dust. The

salient points that nave emerged are the following:

1. The optical scattering law and polarization properties

of a surface of lunar dust generally correspond closely _o

these properties as observed for the moon as a whole. The roc_

chip sample shows a strong absorption feature at 1 micron which

is not prominent in the lunar scattered light. It is probable

therefore that most of the lunar surface is covered with a material

similar to the powder that was investigated.

2. The dielectric constant is within the range that had

been estimated for the moon as a whole by radar methods.

3. The particle size distribution indicates that the

," differential mass spectrum as a function of radius is constant

from i00 microns down to i000 _ngstroms. The shapes of the
l

pa ticles indicate a variety of sources; some have the sharp

, edged shapes characteristic of fracture, others are rounded,

indicating processes of melting or condensation. Some cannot

readily be at_rlbuted to either of these mechanisms.

4. The darkness of the lunar dust is mainl_ due to dark

surface deposits on the grains, probably metallic, rather than

absorptivity of the bulk material.
, , , ,.

, . °, , ,.
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The Optical ;:easurements

" The optical scattering law as _ function of phase angle

and the optical polarization law were measured with the same.
z

instrument and in the same manner in which many sample powders
t .

had been measured in the past (I). The lunar powder proved

to resemble, both in appearance a_.d in the measured optical
e

properties, the lunar maria as observed from the earth and

• the terrestrial powders previously advanced (i) as being most

closely representative of the moon. These powders also proved
i

to be similar under optical microscope examination. The parti-

cle size was .similar, the great majority of the particles being

i less than. i0 microns. The adhesion of the small particles to
l

i each other indeed created the "dendritic growth" appearance

under the microscope "that has been given the name "fairy

, castles"• It appears that the large part o:t' ,_epronounced

• lunar opposition effe'ct, i.e. the brightness surge toward

mero phase, can be attributed to the shadow casting of this

lacy .surface structure.

Figures 1 and 2 summarize the optical properties of the

Apollo ii samples. Each data point represents the mean off

. several observations of different portions of a sample, and

the measurements repeated very well. In Figure i the photo-

' metric phase function of the lunar dust sample is generally

steeper than the mean lunar case (1) for phase angles less

than 15° , but the'difference is very small. The" polarization
t _ ° .e.

,... . - '-,,..°.•,.

,/ . ./ . _ ,

-. 0

• . J ',. .

°° . -, r "° .'
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o

versus phase angle curve (Fig. l) also demonstrates the simi-

larity of the dust sample to the moon as a whole, but, again,

there are minor differences; the crossover from negative to

positive polarization occurs at a lower phase angle, and

polarization in the positive branch is greate r .

' The normal albedo of the dust sample at 5600 _ was meas-

ured as 10.2% +_0.2%. This value is in close accord with the
e

value 9.96% for the Apollo ll site as derived from __ _^

orbital photography (2). Moreover, in the hemispherical re-

flectance measurements performed on a Cary 14 spectrophoto-

meter, the albedo values of the dust sample in the visible

and near infrared were similar to lunar maria values obtained

from earth-based observations. Both spectra are featureless

with a steady climb in albedo from _ 0.3 to 1.5pm(Figure 2_.

Lunar rock chip samples were also measured on the spectre-

photometer and a strong absqrption band, not Present in the

powder sample, appeared near 1 micron• A weak band in this

region has previously been suggested from earth-based obser-

vatlons of the moon (3). Further details of the optical

properties of the Apollo ii samples will be presented in the

near future (_).

,Darkness of the Lunar Dust

Rock powders in the size rathe of a few microns tend to

be very light in color. The opacity of most rocks is too low

to absorb much of a light ray, which is generally scattered

out of the surf&co after having traversed only a few microns

of material. It hM been a long-'st_dlng problem _o aco_n_

1972017219-030
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for the very low albedo of the lunar surface in view of the

indication of a very small particle size coming from the

optical scattering and polari_ation properties, slnceeven the

darkest rocks tend to be quite light when powdered• We had

previously, in this laboratory, undertaken sputtering experi-

ments with kilovolt protons and alpha-particles on powdered
I

: rock surfaces, which have indicated darkening. It has been

• suggested that this darkening was due Co the deposition of

reduced metals, perhaps chiefly iron, on the surface as a.t

result of the dissociation by thesputtering process, the

partial escape of the oxygen, and the slowness of surface

recombination limited by diffusion.

Metallic surface coatings of as little as 30 _ngstroms

can providemuch opacity but would make an insignificant ..

contribution only to the bulk chemical composition. We have

seen strong evidence for such coatings, but we have not yet

been able to do an adequate chemical analysis of them. Fnether

they are.indeed _he result ofsputterlng, or of other metal

evaporation (vacuum plating_ processes, or whether pcrhaps

Just the reduction by the hydrogen of the solar wind produced

. metallic surface layers, is not yet clear. HoweFer, we ha_e

h_d the following indications of the presence of metallic layers.

We observed under the microscope that some larger particles

in the size range 50 to 200 microns that could be found in the

lunar soil sample had a metallic arpe&rance, same_imes over •
% • " @_

on_v a certain par_ of their surface. Some _rt_cles could be

clea.rlMseen as traaslucent glass with a Well-_eF_._ed area

• ,

' r _,_ .... - ............ /"" _" ' .'..,e_"_ "................ '" " ...... : _ .......
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appearing metallic. One sphere, for example, looked a honey-

colored glass from one side, but looked like a steel ball from

the other• When treated with the common acids that attack

metals, hydrochloric and nitric, the appearance of the metal-

lized coating was generally reduced but not completely removed.

' Hydrofluoric acid generally tended 3o remove the entire metallic

appearance, even before a visible erosion of the particle had

taken place.

For the majority of the material an optical examination '. ..

is not feasible because the particles are too small. Neverthe-

less, when the same acids were applied to a microscopic sample

of fine powder it quickly turned to a very much lighter, almost

white, appearance. It seems likely therefore that in the finer

material a metallic surface coating .is also ,.normallypresent
°. , •

/:. • .. . • ,
'and responsible for the low albedo. .

[ " . . " , " • .°
. ,.• °°

.... tfon.....Particle Size Distribu
• -" ' m, , n | | _ _ ,n

• ..... The measurement of a particle size•distribution for such
", , .• , "' ., •"

"",_ small grains is not an easy matter. The cohesion of the grains • ".p_

P_

.. '/._._' ." .

:. :'."'" :_prevents the"ana_siS of the smaller sizes by'sieving as is .-

.... •" pointed out bythe preliminary inves at ors (5) We have . ..':.."

employed three techniques. Qne.i8 that of mak_g microscope

slides of the powder mixed into a transparent varnish and
t

smeared out into a thin layer, permltting the counting of

particles with an oll emersion microscop_ down _o about 2

microns. Secondl_ , a water 8edlment_tion'colwm_.ha4 been

: • o

.J • .

a , • •"• .

Oa • -
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i! " ', constructed in which the descent of particles as small as 1

.micron can be photographically registered. In addition the

' _ 'size distribution of the smallest particles has been determined

from the scanning electron micrographs referred to below. The

three methods give consistent results which are presented in

. Fig. 3.

; , Scannin_ Electron Microscope Observatic'.s

, The detailed shapes, of particles can be seen to a resolu-

i tion of 300 _ngstroms in numerous scanning electron microscope

tl ' pictures that were taken to see whether the origin of the
! ,
;. :_ _. material was revealed by the particle _hapes..' ,.

t ; Our studies indicate that a variety of different effects _'have been active in producing the fine material. Some particles

_. : show spherical and. rounded shapes suggesting condensation from

i _ ', a vapor or freezing of a liquid in free fall. Others are
i _ .:I .p . , , .

_' '' i i undoubtedly the result of fracture, and display the character-
t! L

: ' istic sharp edged angular appearance. They lack in general

::" i ; any obvious indication of a crystalline' structure, as neither ;

t : '
,._! _ .. ; cleavage planes nor preferred angles are seen. It would appear i TI" !

; '
i, " that most of the fractured material is 'amorphous, or, if any .. ' ,

_' :' . of it is crystalline, that the size of the crystals is below i
f_ *. , . o '

, : the resolution limit.. ;
: ; " t

.' :; : ;
" , ". The spherical o_ compact round shapes seem are less •

; frequent but may form a continuous sequence from the hundre.d t
_. . . ..':..

' micron range downto YeW mall sizes. The g_eat aa_orit¥... ,_

. _ : ._ , _. ". '

' • 'I
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• ": _! t of particles in the ten to one micron size range have, however,

" " more'Intricate shapes t_tare not readily understood. There '"
•' :' i .."

.' '.:.. ! are' many rounded surfaces, _ud yet the shape as a whole is not
• .: ;

.; " , .', _ compact. Elongated objects with rounded ends, surfaces where ::5. . .... ..
._ , • !., . . .° , . of.

. '. • ' ' the sense of the curvature changes over many times, rough spots • ., .

J ... occurring in smooth surfaces, and various other features argue ' ,.

.'! i .. ; against any single explanation, e.g., liquid droplets, con- .

I . .'..:' densatton or fractur_ug. Additional processes such as erosion
• I ;'.'' ' '': ' ; ° " "

_" ,, ":'".'.' "by sputtering,', partial meltiug and'partial evaporationneed t'o " " " '

I , :', ".'," i
' I!' '"":':" be consldereda and sc_ng el_c'_ron _crogcope study, of these, . .• , ,,,... :...' .... • . °.. ..... . ,.. '. . . "._..., .;

'_.._ _:..!:. ' '," ._!? mechantsm_ _s needed'l_efo're':all, the .responsible. processes can .'..'. ;.". I

::.:":!:/!:"•i'.'_"!:":!'.."i.be'identified'.'.:',"."..:""..,,'.:'.:,".'"_..."..'"'/"-. '.":::.:_,-',..':.":-.:.,',:.'..."., ::'.':" ,,';.:i "I i ".-./". ,J'.)_":''•;, " ; ' • • '' . " "'" "' ;: .' ," • "..• ' '" ' ._ ' ..." ; "' '. '" ,' "" .'_
I '.'_"..'..I,;""_,'.. " . '. '" '" .'. ' ' . X' ." .'- ... .. ", :'....." " "... " ,'" .. : ", ,l

) . i '.... :.,,•;".;_._:.£| ' ". ' " :" .'" :" . ' '" " " " "" ' , ' ." ' . ""::.'V'.'_, : I,:,,,,'_.. "_'_.'..'.:."Electrical Measurements . -'. . • .." -. • " :'- • ' ' , . .., '. .' .: !
, _ • _; _'_I....o.'.o.. . . . ., . . ' . _; • .,..

I I " _: :_'" .._.°I.._" : " " , ." • " " . .;. ,o , I
. _ : -.)_..-._,.,. _:_.I. ." . • " : • " ' " ' ' " '" " "

i'_ ; ,:_'_._;,._r._',,.-"._.... 14easurements were carried out using the ident_cal technique "', ".;".."
'_", :.W;"._ "." ''. * ' ' '',: "_. ": • ' ' ,_ '-. ... ' ' ' " '" " '. . ' .... • .";**°'_"

; , : , en_)loyed .e.e.,._,_.,_ y._e.._s ..

.'.1 " _'. i rock powders (_). The dielectric constant and loss tangent of .

' [ . .:"I .,i lunar dust a_ several stages ofcompaction wer_ measured at 450

' i ' t • . _z, T_ measurement _ e,_ch case Included a measurement of +• i : .i ..I i i1.- o

the density of the sea_ple, and the porosity was calculated from• ; '_ .I

° | "•"I .I _ v I

"" . : ' • .; • the quoted specific gravity of'the rock of which the powder is
• . • . o'_ ..

':. i ..... .';. ' composed (_). The dielectric constan_ and absorption length are

.." "' shown _n F_g. II_and are consistent with the val_es deduced from

. ' ..1 i-.i ' _d-bued radar and" radtometr£c observations respectively.

;, " :"i_
I.

, _ w_th terrestrlal rock powders_ the per_tt_£vity and loss . I
i ; I

I .: ;" tangent e_l &."fl_o_ilor_ ot po_'oslt¥ Follow the R_lel_% Rtxlng . •I
i; f °. * ..

I • ° _, . .... ' . _ ."
! .." ,. . _ '"' . " -L

• | . . • .' ,' • * . . • - • . . I'
.: . , .o* . _ . . • o" ... o ° . I

,. ; ..... .. .:.':.._. -. .. :._:-: . . ,. _ ." .., .. , :.. ..... ,-', • * ,. . - I' *
,. ._ .... :, ;• .. . i • • ,.

i , .. , ;

' ' . . .... ' . :,. [,

I °' l¶ • "

• ' *:I ';. :

q "l , . . °.

9 •
D
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Formula and, by extrapolation, suggest a permittlvity for

the solid rock of the same composition as the lunar dust which is

near the average of dense terrestrial rocks (about 7). The per-

mittivity is about 3 for the dust at a typical "loose packing"

porosity of 0.4.. The sbsorption length at the same porosity, In

. this sample, is about I0 wavelengths.

We are very grateful to the Corl_ing Glass Works for the

assistance given us in the preparation of the electron micrographs.
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• FIGURE CAPTIONS

.' %

Fig. !. The dependence of reflectivity and polarization on

: phase angle at560%, _ wavelength and at normal •

i ",. : viewing. The Moon curves are taken from _attson & Danlelson

i ' •. R: . _

, ' Fig..2. The spectral reflectance of Apollo ii lunar samples.! :
i _ ""

] i The Moon curve is taken from Hapke (i) with arbitrary

normalization of reflectivities. :i
: ,
! I

Fig. 3. The differential particle size distribution for the

bulk sample.

I Fig. :_. The dielectric constant and absorption length of the
I

I bulk sample at gSO MHz as a function of the powder
i I J. ,.;

i density• The solid curves are-t£e Rayleigh formula

t ! "
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